SUMMER ACCESS FOR LAW STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

CONTINUING STUDENTS

Continuing students have full access to Bloomberg Law during the summer with no restrictions on use.

GRADUATING STUDENTS (EXPANDED ACCESS, NEW!)

2020 Graduating students will have unrestricted access to Bloomberg Law® through June 1, 2021. This is automatic and you do not need to register for an extension. This includes:

- **In Focus pages** and **legal news** to stay on top of turbulent areas of law and legal practice.
- **Practical Guidance** and other **Legal Research** tools to provide support in legal practice.
- **Company Screener** and **Litigation Analytics** to research companies and law firms for potential employment.
- **On-demand training webinars**

FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT SUMMER ACCESS TO BLOOMBERG LAW, CONTACT BLOOMBERG LAW ACCOUNT MANAGER, TERRY STEDMAN, TSTEDMAN@BLOOMBERGLAW.COM.